Your happiness awaits.
Borrowing helps accomplish life’s goals and dreams. How will you accomplish yours?

**Auto & Vehicle**
We Are What We Drive

Our vehicles often represent us. U1 wants to make sure yours does too. A vehicle loan with a low rate and a quick process will help!
- Low Fixed Rate
- Quick Online Application
- Customize Your Term

**Signature Loans**
Easy Way to Pay for Anything

Vacations, holidays, debt consolidation…the list goes on. Signature loans give speedy access to funds. You don’t need much…just a signature.
- Low Fixed Rate
- Quick Online Application
- Customize Your Term

**Share Secured**
Use What You Have

Leverage your resources to take out a loan with an incredibly low rate.
- Low Fixed Rate
- Quick Online Application
- Customize Your Term

Universal 1 Credit Union
u1cu.org | 800.762.9555

*APR = Annual Percentage Rate. See u1cu.org/reducing for full disclosure, terms, and conditions. All loans subject to approval. Rates, terms, and conditions vary based on creditworthiness and amount financed. Rates and terms subject to change. Federally Insured by NCUA.*